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ABSTRACT: Bare, low-index periodic surface models are
typically used to examine metal-catalyzed reactions in density
functional theory (DFT) studies, and these most closely
resemble low-pressure surface science reactions and catalyzed
reactions that occur on large terraces that prevail on large
(>5 nm) supported nanoparticles. Many catalytic reactions,
however, occur near conditions at which catalytic surfaces are
saturated by one or more adsorbed intermediates, leading to
strong coadsorbate interactions and surface reconstruction
leading to increased curvature. Alkane hydrogenolysis is such a
reaction and has been extensively studied using DFToften
on bare metal surfaceswith the assumption that omitted
coadsorbed hydrogen atoms (H*) do not significantly alter the
relative activation barriers and with ad hoc assumptions about
the site requirements for relevant reactions. Here, we use ethane hydrogenolysis on H*-covered Ir catalysts (using a periodic
surface model and a nanoparticle model) as a probe reaction to examine coadsorbate interactions and to demonstrate the
rigorous determination of site requirements. The kinetically relevant transition state [*CH−CH*]⧧ is larger than the 0−3
coadsorbed H* atoms it replaces, such that the reaction has a positive activation area (a concept analogous to activation volume
in homogeneous reactions) and thus repels coadsorbed H* atoms when fewer than four H* vacancies are created. This induced
strain cannot be relieved on the periodic surface models, resulting in large effective free energy barriers and predictions that four
vacant sites are required (γ = 4). These barriers and site requirements lead to turnover rates that are 4 orders of magnitude lower
than measured rates and incorrect H2-pressure dependencies. Furthermore, varying the unit cell size of the Ir(111) surface
dramatically alters the calculated reaction energetics, indicating that relevant transition states destabilize one another over long
distances through the H* adlayer. Curved H*-covered Ir hemispherical particle models (119 atoms), however, stabilize transition
states at a lower number of vacant sites (γ = 2) through lateral relaxation of the adlayer, resulting in correct predictions of
H2-pressure dependencies and quantitative agreement between calculated and measured rates.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Surface-catalyzed reactions on supported metal clusters often occur
at near-saturation conditions, where high coverages significantly
affect binding energies of adsorbed species and their reactiv-
ity.1−12 Previous studies show that adsorbed intermediates tend
to react with coadsorbed species at high coverages instead of react-
ing with scarce vacant sites. O2 dissociation across a pair of metal
sites, for example, is essentially barrierless on nearly bare Pt sur-
faces6,13−15 but occurs with a very high overall activation barrier on
CO*-covered Pt surfaces because CO* must desorb prior to O2
activation. Because vacancies are rare on such surfaces, O2 disso-
ciates instead via bimolecular reactions with coadsorbed CO*,16

reducing the need for CO* desorption. High coverages weaken
bonds between adsorbed species and surface atoms via a combina-
tion of through-space and through-surface interactions, as reported
previously for CO* on Ru nanoparticles and Pt(111) surface,17−20

thus increasing the desorption rate of bound species to create
vacant sites required to adsorb reactants or dissociate species.9,12

Langmuirian kinetic models do not account for coadsorbate
interactions that prevail at high surface coverages and thus
provide inaccurate descriptions for reactions in dense adlayers.
Previous studies show that rates of surface reactions in dense
adlayers can depend on the area of activation,18 in an analogy
with the activation volume often used to describe pressure
effects for nonideal homogeneous reactions via
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where k is the reaction rate constant and P is the pressure. The
rate constant increases with increasing pressure if the formation
of the transition state involves a net contraction in volume
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(i.e., ΔV⧧ is negative), and k decreases with increasing pressure
if ΔV⧧ is positive. A decrease in volume often occurs during
associative reactions while dissociative reactions involve an
increase in volume. This concept can also be applied to surface
reactions where surface tension (τ) rather than pressure affects
rates in relation to the change in surface area (ΔA⧧) instead of
the volume18
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Measured CO hydrogenation rates on Ru clusters at high CO
pressures are much higher than those predicted by Langmuirian
treatments,18 reflecting the inadequacy of Langmuirian models
to capture the nonidealities present in dense adlayers. H2-assisted
CO* activation on Ru occurs through transition states ([*HCO−
H*]⧧) that occupy less surface area than the pair of adsorbed
CO* which they replace, resulting in a negative activation area
for that surface reaction and causing overall activation energies
to decrease with increasing CO* coverage because the transi-
tion states are less penalized by high CO* coverages than the
pair of CO* they replace.
These effects of coadsorbed species have been documented in

theoretical treatments on small nanoparticle catalyst models17−19

whose curvature weakens coadsorbate repulsions through lateral
relaxation of the adlayer, enabling high coverages to form.
Previous theoretical studies have focused on using flat periodic
surfaces6,21−24 and at coverages well below saturation,25−28 and
these studies cannot accurately capture the effects of high cov-
erages present at practical catalysis conditions because of artifacts
associated with their periodic nature. Metal nanoparticles (>200
atoms in size, ∼2 nm in diameter) with curved surfaces saturated
by relevant intermediates, in contrast, account for coadsorbate
interactions and allow one to accurately analyze the number of
vacant sites required for a chemical reaction. Larger metal
particles (>5 nm), often used in heterogeneous catalysis despite
their intrinsic economic inefficiencies caused by low dispersion,
may also be more accurately studied by these nanoparticle models
rather than periodic flat surfaces,29 as multiple studies have
indicated that the terraces of large particles restructure under
reaction conditions,21,30−32 leading to more curved surfaces.
The catalytic hydrogenolysis of alkanes on transition-metal

surfaces is used to decrease the chain length of n-alkanes and con-
vert them into branched acyclic alkanes, which consequently
increases the octane number of fuel.33−38 Hydrogenolysis, how-
ever, is also considered an undesired side reaction in reforming
and isomerization of petroleum refinery streams.39−41 This
reaction, furthermore, has been extensively studied for a range
of cyclic and acyclic branched and nonbranched alkanes on Ir,
Ru, Rh, and Pt supported catalysts varying in size.42−56 Here,
we use alkane hydrogenolysis as a probe reaction to demon-
strate the rigorous determination of site requirements for a given
surface reaction, expose artifacts associated with high coverage
single crystal modelsproviding additional evidence for the
utility of high-coverage nanoparticle modelsand therefore
provide fundamental insights into modeling other reactions that
occur on saturated surfaces, such as CO oxidation,1,2,4,13 NO reduc-
tion and oxidation,6,9−12,57,58 and C−O hydrogenolysis.7,59−61

2. ALKANE HYDROGENOLYSIS
Previous studies on alkane hydrogenolysis have combined
kinetic measurements (at high H* coverage on supported metal
particles) with theoretical studies (at low H* coverage on

single-crystal surfaces) and have shown that C−C bond
cleavage within n-alkanes (C2−C10),

42−52 branched alkanes
(C4−C6),

50,53−55 and alkyl cyclohexane53,56 occurs via unsaturated
species formed by sequential quasi-equilibrated dehydrogena-
tion steps;42−45,49,53,54,56 the removal of H atoms weakens the
C−C bonds by replacing C−H bonds with C−metal
bonds.62,63 These removed H atoms desorb from the metal sur-
face to form H2(g) that increases activation entropies, thus low-
ering the activation free energies and increasing reaction rates.
Chemisorbed hydrogen (H*) must also desorb from saturated sur-
faces (typical of high-pressure alkane hydrogenolysis)44,45,49,53,54,56

to accommodate the adsorption and subsequent C−C cleavage
of alkane-derived species. The H-content of the reactive inter-
mediate and the number of sites required for the rate-determining
transition state can be inferred by measuring the effect of H2
pressure on C−C hydrogenolysis rate,42,43,64,65 but each value
(H-content, vacancy requirement) cannot be measured inde-
pendently because current spectroscopic methods lack the ability
to detect reactive species that exist in low concentrations during
catalysis. As a result, theoretical methods have been used in com-
bination with kinetic measurements to reveal the identity of the
reactive intermediate and the nature of active sites.45,46,49,54,66,67

Scheme 1 shows a sequence of elementary steps for C−C
hydrogenolysis in ethane. The equilibrated cycloalkane−arene

mixtures during alkane hydrogenolysis on Ir, Ru, Rh, and Pt
clusters44,45,49,53,56 indicate that H2 dissociation (1.1), ethane
adsorption (1.2), and ethane dehydrogenation (1.3) steps are
all quasi-equilibrated, leaving the C−C bond cleavage (1.4) as
the kinetically relevant step. At high H2/alkane ratios,
chemisorbed hydrogen (H*) is the sole most abundant surface
intermediate (MASI), and ethane hydrogenolysis rates depend
linearly on ethane pressure and inversely on H2 pressure

45
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where ry/[L] is the turnover rate normalized by the number of
exposed metal atoms, (Πi=1

y KCH,i) is the product of the equi-
librium constants for the C−H activation steps, and λ is the
number of H2(g) molecules evolved during the y C−H bond
rupture steps and the desorption of γ H* atoms from the
surface, such that

λ γ= +y1/2( ) (4)

Measured ethane hydrogenolysis rates show that 3 H2(g)
molecules evolve (λ = 3) during the formation of the reactive

Scheme 1. Proposed Mechanism for Ethane Hydrogenolysis
on Metal Catalysts45,a

aThe double arrow with an overlaid circle indicates a quasi-
equilibrated reaction, * a vacant site on a H*-covered surface, γ* an
adsorbate occupying γ vacant site, and Kx and kx are equilibrium and
rate constants for individual steps.
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intermediates that undergo C−C bond cleavage on SiO2-supported
Ir clusters (0.7 and 7 nm in diameter).44,45 The values of y and γ,
however, cannot be determined independently from rate mea-
surements, and therefore, DFT calculations at low coverage
using the Ir(111) surface examined C−H and C−C activations
in all C2H6−y intermediates and showed that C−C bond
cleavage occurs via the *CHCH* intermediate (y = 4), which
has the lowest free energy barrier.45 Subsequent experimental
and DFT studies confirmed that C−C bond cleavage in larger
n-alkanes also occurs via RC*−C*R′⧧ transition states, which
lost 4 H atoms (y = 4).44,49,53,54 These calculations accounted
for the energy to form H* vacancies by calculating H* desorp-
tion from H*-covered surfaces, but were otherwise carried out
using a H*-bare Ir(111) surface with the assumption that
coadsorbed H* atoms would not significantly alter the relative
free energy barriers for C−C cleavage in C2H6−y* surface inter-
mediates, an assumption confirmed by the current study. The
measured overall H2-dependence (λ = 3) and DFT predictions
that C−C bonds cleave in *CHCH* species (y = 4) suggest
(by eq 4) that 2 H* must desorb from H*-saturated Ir surfaces
to accommodate ethane and the *CHCH* activation transition
state (γ = 2). Neither experiment nor theory have yet to unequiv-
ocally demonstrate that exactly two H* atoms must desorb from
the surface to bind the vicinal C atoms in the C−C bond being
cleaved. The number of vacant sites required for a surface reac-
tion is often assumed based on the number of bonds the reac-
tive intermediate forms with the surface (4, in this case) or the
number of C atoms interacting with the surface (2, in this case).
Rigorously, however, the number of sites required is described
as the number of MASI-desorption events prior to reaction to
accommodate the transition state as shown in the rate equation
(eq 3). DFT can only predict such site requirements, therefore,
by varying the number of preceding desorption events (by
varying the number of H*-vacancies) and comparing the free
energy barriers that accurately account for these desorption events.
This work confirms prior studies that show that C−C bonds

cleave in *CHCH* species, however, we show that these
species and the transition states which mediate C−C cleavage
communicate through the H* adlayer across large distances on
periodic crystal models, leading to significant artifacts. High-
coverage single crystal models, furthermore, predict that four
H* atoms must desorb from the surface to facilitate ethane hydro-
genolysis (i.e., that ethane hydrogenolysis requires four sites on
the catalytic surface), leading to DFT-predicted λ values of 4,
inconsistent with measured values on small and large Ir
particles (λ = 3).44,45 Hemispherical models, in contrast, allow
adlayers to laterally relax, removing any artifacts associated with
periodic boundary conditions, and correctly predict that ethane
hydrogenolysis requires the desorption of two H* (γ = 2),
leading to predicted rates and λ values that are in good
agreement with measured values.

3. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Periodic, planewave density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP).68,69 Planewaves were constructed using projec-
tor augmented-wave (PAW) potentials with an energy cutoff of
396 eV.70−72 The revised Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (RPBE)
form of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was
used to describe exchange and correlation energies.73,74 Wave
functions were converged until electronic energies varied less
than 10−6 eV. Forces on all atoms were determined using a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) grid with a cutoff equal to twice the

planewave cutoff and structures were geometrically optimized
until the forces on all atoms were less than 0.05 eV Å−1. Gas-
phase calculations of C2H6 and H2 were modeled within an
18 × 18 × 18 Å unit cell of empty space, and the Brillouin zone
for such calculations was sampled at the Γ-point.
Ir (111) surfaces were modeled as 4 × 4 periodic lattices with

four layers orthogonal to the surface and 10 Å of vacuum
separating slabs (Figure 1a,c); the bottom two layers were fixed
in their bulk positions and the top two layers were relaxed. A 3 ×
3 × 1 Monkhorst−Pack sampling of the first Brillouin zone
(k-point mesh)75 was used during geometric convergence, and
after geometric convergence, a single-point calculation with a
6 × 6 × 1 k-point mesh was performed to determine the elec-
tronic energy. Additional calculations (discussed in section 4.2)
were performed using 3 × 3 and 6 × 6 unit cells. H* prefer-
entially binds in the atop site on low-index Ir surfaces76,77 and
thus the (111) terraces were modeled as either bare or occupied
by atop-bound H* atoms up to a coverage of 1 ML. This satura-
tion coverage (1 ML) is consistent with prior experimental
studies of single crystal surfaces78,79 and unsupported metal
particles,80 as well as previous DFT calculations.81

A symmetric cuboctahedral Ir201 particle (1.59 nm in diameter)
consisting of eight hexagonal (111) terraces and six square (100)
terraces connected by under-coordinated edge and corner atoms
was optimized at a H* coverage of 1.69 ML by relaxing all atoms
to forces < 0.05 eV Å−1. This saturation coverage (1.69 ML) is
caused by edge atoms that bind 2 atop H* atoms and corner
atoms that bind 3 atop H* atoms, as previously reported using
DFT.81 The cuboctahedral particle was then simplified by
removing the bottom three layers in the (111) direction to
form Ir119 hemispherical particle (Figures 1b and 1d). The
bottom two layers of the hemispherical particle and the
H* atoms bound to them were kept fixed at their positions in
the full particle to prevent any structural changes associated
with the formation of the hemispherical particle. The Brillouin
zone was sampled only at the Γ-point for all particle calcula-
tions. This simplified Ir119 hemispherical model allows more
accurate analysis of high-coverage catalytic reactions without
prohibitive computational cost; optimization calculations using
the 4 × 4 Ir(111) surface are only 50% faster compared to the
hemispherical Ir119 model.
Transition-state structures for each elementary reaction were

obtained by combining the nudged elastic band (NEB)82,83 and
dimer84 methods. The NEB method was carried out using 16
images, and wave functions were converged to within 10−4 eV.
The maximum force on each atom was converged to < 0.5 eV Å−1.
These convergence criteria provided an estimate of the reaction
path and starting points for reaction mode and structure for
each transition state. The dimer algorithm was then used with
wave functions converged to within 10−6 eV, and the maximum
force on each atom was converged to < 0.05 eV Å−1, consistent
with all minima optimizations.
Frequency calculations were performed on gas phase

molecules and all optimized adsorbed species to determine
zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVE), and vibrational,
translational and rotational enthalpy, and free energy. These
terms were then used, together with electronic energies (E0,
provided by VASP), to estimate enthalpies

= + + + +H E H H HZPVE0 vib trans rot (5)

and free energies

= + + + +G G G G GZPVE0 vib trans rot (6)
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for all reactants, products, and transition states at 593 K (a tem-
perature representative of recent ethane hydrogenolysis experi-
ments45).
C−C bond cleavage occurs in partially dehydrogenated

intermediates (C2H6−y
γ* ; 0 ≤ y ≤ 6) as shown in Scheme 1 at

rates described by

= γ
−
*r

k
[L]

[C H ]y
y yCC, 2 6

(7)

where kCC,y is the C−C cleavage rate constant in the
intermediate that lost y hydrogen atoms via the preceding
C−H activation steps and γ is the number H* atoms desorbed
from the surface to accommodate the reactive intermediate. The
formalism of transition state theory and the quasi-equilibrated
nature of steps 1.1−1.3 in Scheme 1 dictate that gas phase
ethane and γ H* atoms are quasi-equilibrated with the C−C
cleavage transition state ([C2H6−y

γ* ]⧧) and the product H2

where K⧧ is the equilibrium constant for the formation of the
transition state from gas phase ethane and a H*-covered
surface. Therefore, rates for C−C bond cleavage are related to
the activation free energy (ΔG⧧) by

= −Δ
λ

⧧⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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r k T
h

G
RT[L]

exp
(C H )

(H )
y B 2 6

2 (9)

Here, ΔG⧧ is defined as the free energy of forming the partially
dehydrogenated transition state ([C2H6−y

γ* ]⧧) at γ vacant sites
and a stoichiometric amount of gas phase H2 from gas phase
ethane and a fully covered surface (nH*)

λΔ = + − * −γ⧧
−
* ⧧G G G G n G[C H ] [H ] [ H ] [C H ]y2 6 2 2 6 (10)

ΔG⧧ can be separated into two components to simplify analysis

Δ = Δ + Δγ⧧ *G G Gk (11)

where ΔGγ* is the free energy required to form γ vacant sites

γ γΔ = − * + − *γ*G G n G G n[( )H ] 0.5 [H ] [ H ]2 (12)

and ΔGk is the free energy to form the transition state once the
vacancies have been formed

γΔ = + − − *

−

γ*G G yG G n

G

[TS ] 0.5 [H ] [( )H ]

[C H ]
k 2

2 6 (13)

Analogous equations for ΔH⧧ and ΔS⧧ exist through their
relation to ΔG⧧

Δ = Δ − Δ⧧ ⧧ ⧧G H T S (14)

The equations used to determine ZPVE, Hvib, and Gvib from
vibrational frequencies for all species and Htrans, Hrot, Gtrans, and
Grot from statistical mechanics for gas phase molecules are
reported in the Supporting Information (SI, section S1).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. H* Desorption Energies at High Coverages.

Chemisorbed H* covers surfaces during high-pressure alkane
hydrogenolysis experiments,44,45,49,53,54,56 and H* must there-
fore desorb from such surfaces to allow alkanes to react. Here,
we examine DFT-predicted free energies to create γ vacancies
(ΔGγ*, eq 12) on H*-covered Ir(111) and Ir119 surfaces, such that

Figure 1. Top and side views of the H*-covered 4 × 4 Ir(111) surface (a and c) and the Ir119 hemispherical particle (b and d). The bottom two
layers of the Ir(111) surface were fixed at their bulk positions during geometric convergence. The bottom two layers of the Ir119 hemispherical
particle and all H* bound to them were fixed in their Ir201 positions during geometric convergence. All atoms except adsorbed species and H* on the
top (111) terrace were constrained during frequency calculations.
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Multiple configurations for each number of vacancies were
examined on the Ir119 hemispherical particle to predict the most
favorable state. For example, there are five distinct binding sites
for a single H* atom on the (111) facet that have different coor-
dination numbers: one corner (CN = 6), two edge (CN = 7), and
two distinct terrace (CN = 9) sites (Figure 1b). Calculated ΔGγ*
values (eq 12) are negative, indicating favorable desorption, and
decrease with increasing H* atoms desorbed on both catalyst
models (Figure 2a); ΔGγ* decreases from −18 to −243 kJ mol−1
at γ = 1−16 on the Ir(111) surface and decreases from −18 to −
231 kJ mol−1 at γ = 1−19 on the Ir119 particle (Figure 2a).
These desorption energies are not normalized, and therefore,
their decrease with increasing γ reflects that removing two H*
decreases free energy by approximately twice that of removing a
single H*. These large, negative desorption free energies indi-
cate that DFT predicts a bare Ir surface at 593 K and 1 bar H2.
These ΔGγ* values remain negative at ambient temperatures
(300 K) typical of H2 chemisorption experiments, once again
indicating that DFT predicts surfaces should be bare, in stark
contrast to the experimental observations during H2 chemisorption
studies which show that H2 covers Ir and other metal surfaces at
near-ambient conditions.85−88 At C−C hydrogenolysis conditions
(593 K), the H2-pressure dependence of ethane hydrogenolysis
(λ ∼ 3, eqs 3 and 4) is constant across the entire range of H2

pressures (4−20 bar H2),
44,45 indicating that H* coverage does

not significantly change over this factor-of-five increase in H2

pressure, which is consistent with a surface that is either essen-
tially bare or essentially saturated. While a bare surface would
be consistent with DFT predictions showing large negative desorp-
tion free energies, the measured value of λ (3) would (under a bare
surface assumption) indicate that the C−C bonds of ethane cleave
in fully dehydrogenated *CC* intermediates (y = 6, γ = 0, λ = 3,
eq 4). This suggestion, however, is inconsistent with prior DFT
studies that showed that the overall activation free energy to
form and activate the *CC* intermediate is 176 kJ mol−1 larger
than the free energy to form and activate the *CHCH*
intermediate,45 indicating that C−C bonds do not activate in
*CC* and essentially ruling out a bare surface interpretation of

the kinetic results. H2 chemisorption and C−C hydrogenolysis
experiments both contradict DFT-predictions of bare Ir surfaces.
This discrepancy reflects inaccurate DFT predictions of H*

adsorption enthalpy and/or entropy. The RPBE functional used
here neglects attractive dispersive interactions among coadsorbed
H* atoms and therefore underestimates adsorption enthalpies
by up to 10−20 kJ mol−1.89 Furthermore, previous studies show
that the harmonic oscillator approximation often used to esti-
mate the entropies of adsorbed H* significantly underestimates
their entropy.90 High-temperature H2 chemisorption measure-
ments on supported Pt nanoparticles show that the entropy of
adsorbed H* (S[H*]) is near 60 J mol−1 K−1, a value that far
exceeds the value estimated from vibrational frequency analysis
of adsorbed hydrogen provided by DFT (∼15 J mol−1 K−1 at
593 K). Therefore, to correct for this underestimation, entropy
of adsorbed H* is adjusted by a factor-of-four in this work
leading to an S[H*] value of 60 J mol−1 K−1, consistent with
the measured value on supported Pt nanoparticles. Adjusted
vacancy formation free energies (ΔGγ*) are positive and
increase with additional vacancies on both the Ir(111) surface
(7−252 kJ mol−1) and on Ir119 particle (8−193 kJ mol−1)
(Figure 2b), and these positive values are consistent with an Ir sur-
face saturated in H* at high-pressure hydrogenolysis conditions.

4.2. Effects of Coadsorbed H* Atoms and Transition-
State Density on *CH−CH* Bond Activation. A previous
DFT study of ethane hydrogenolysis on a bare Ir(111) sur-
face45 examined all C−H and C−C bonds activations for all
C2H6−y* intermediates (where 0 ≤ y ≤ 6) and showed, based
on calculated free energy barriers (ΔG⧧, eq 10), that C−C bond
cleavage occurs via

* * → *CHCH 2CH (17)

where eq 16 represents the quasi-equilibrated formation of
*CHCH* intermediate and stoichiometric amount of H2 in the
gas phase as shown in steps 1.1−1.3 in Scheme 1. C−C bond acti-
vation in *CHCH* intermediate (eq 17) is the rate-determining

Figure 2. Free energy ΔG γ* to form vacancies (eq 12) on H*-covered Ir(111) surface (□) and Ir119 particle (●) before (a) and after (b) adjusting
the DFT-predicted entropy of H* (593 K, 1 bar H2).
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step (step 1.4 in Scheme 1), and it occurs after four successive
C−H bond activations (y = 4). It was assumed that cleavage via
this intermediate requires two vacant sites (γ = 2) based on the
interaction of two C atoms with the surface in *CHCH* and
the product (2 CH*), giving a λ value of 3 (eq 4). This DFT-
predicted λ value is consistent with the measured λ (0.2 bar
C2H6, 4−20 bar H2, 593 K) on 0.7 nm Ir clusters (3.0 ± 0.2)44

and on 7 nm Ir clusters (3.3 ± 0.2).45 The noninteger value of
the measured λ value on 7 nm Ir clusters may indicate that edge
and corner metal atoms found in nonuniform Ir clusters can
bind more than one H atom, as previously shown using DFT,81

and would give a different γ value than metal atoms located at
terraces which can bind a single H atom. Another possibility is
that *CH−CH* bond activation actually requires the removal
of more than two H* atoms from the surface but the Ir surface
is not fully saturated with H* during ethane hydrogenolysis,
which is unlikely because hydrogen is known to saturate Ir and

Pt surfaces even at H2 pressures significantly lower (1 bar)
85−88

than those used here (4−20 bar H2). While *CHCH* species
interact with the surface through two C atomsleading to the
assumption that γ = 2they also interact with four surface
metal atoms, suggesting that γ = 4 (as in Figure 3e), which
would lead to λ values of 4, more than measured values on
either Ir particles (∼3).44,45 No direct evidence was provided to
support the assumption that *CHCH* occupies two sites on the
catalyst surface because the previous study was done on bare
surfaces.45 These discrepancies can only be resolved by rigorous
DFT analysis using H*-covered surfaces to examine the effects of
coadsorbed H* atoms on the stability of the [*CH−CH*]⧧ tran-
sition state and to determine the number of vacant sites required.
Figure 4 shows the free energy to form the [*CH−CH*]⧧

transition state from ethane once the vacancies have been
formed (ΔGk, eq 13) as a function of γ. These energies do not
include the free energy to desorb H* from the surface (ΔGγ*,
eq 12) and only show the stability of the transition state at a
given number of vacant sites, elucidating coadsorbate interac-
tions between the transition state and the surrounding H*
adlayer. Vacancies can be formed in multiple positions around
the [*CH−CH*]⧧ transition state, and all reasonable config-
urations have been modeled in this work, prioritizing configura-
tions with vacancies near the transition state, where they are
most likely to form to reduce coadsorbate repulsions. ΔGk
decreases rapidly on the 4 × 4 Ir(111) surface with a slope of −
30 kJ mol−1 γ−1 (Table 1) with increasing the number of
desorbed H* from the surface (γ) for 0 ≤ γ ≤ 4; ΔGk changes
from 285 kJ mol−1 at γ = 0 to 164 kJ mol−1 at γ = 4 (Figure 4).
The dramatic decrease in ΔGk indicates that coadsorbed H* atoms
significantly destabilize the [*CH−CH*]⧧ transition state when
fewer than four H* atoms desorb from the surface, as suggested
by [*CH−CH*]⧧ transition states binding to four metal atoms
(Figure 3) and vicinal H* atoms appear to be repelled by the
transition state at those coverages (Figure 3a−d). This
destabilization effect becomes much weaker at γ ≥ 4 where
ΔGk decreases from 164 kJ mol−1 at γ = 4 to 137 kJ mol−1 at
γ = 16 (Figure 4) with a slope of −3 kJ mol−1 γ−1. The Ir119
hemispherical particle model exposes under-coordinated edge
and corner atoms in addition to atoms within the (111) terraces.
Here, we consider such sites separately, as the number of terrace

Figure 3. Rate determining *CH−CH* bond cleavage transition state on
the 4 × 4 Ir(111) surface at different number of vacancies (γ = 0−4 and
16, for a−f). ΔGk (eq 13) and ΔG⧧ (eq 10) values are shown beneath
each image in kJ mol−1 (593 K, 1 bar H2). Shadings represent vacant sites.

Figure 4. Free energy ΔGk (eq 13) to form the transition state [*CH−CH*]⧧ and 2H2 from ethane once the vacancies have been formed (593 K,
1 bar H2) on Ir(111) surface (□) and Ir119 particle (○). Filled data points (●) indicate CH*−CH* bond activation near corners and edges on Ir119.
Dashed lines are drawn to guide the eye and their slopes are indicated in kJ mol−1 γ−1.
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sites increases dramatically with increasing particle size and terrace
sites cover > 87% of the surfaces of 7 nm Ir particles. Furthermore,
the terrace-sites are similar to those found in the Ir(111) surface
model and are therefore excellent points of comparison. Con-
sidering only transition states interacting entirely with the (111)
terrace sites, ΔGk on Ir119 exhibits similar trends but with much
lower ΔGk values; ΔGk decreases rapidly from 188 kJ mol−1

at γ = 0 (Figure 4) to 120 kJ mol−1 at γ = 4 (a slope of
−17 kJ mol−1 γ−1, Table 1, less than the slope on the 4 × 4
Ir(111) model, −30 kJ mol−1 γ−1), and then it decreases weakly
to 90 kJ mol−1 at γ = 19 (a slope of −2 kJ mol−1 γ−1). The weak
destabilizations for γ ≥ 4 on both models are consistent with
weak through-surface interactions between H* and ethane-derived
species at low H* coverages. The strong destabilizations present at
γ ≤ 4 on both models indicate significant through-space repul-
sions that begin at such coverages, and the weaker degree of desta-
bilization on Ir119 (slope of −17 kJ mol−1 γ−1) compared to a
4 × 4 Ir(111) surface (slope of −30 kJ mol−1 γ−1) is likely related
to the ability of the H* adlayer to relax on the curved and non-
periodic Ir119 cluster model, whereas the H* adlayer is unable to
relax on the periodic Ir(111) surface. The impacts of this periodic
strain may be affected by the size of the Ir(111) surface model
because the size of the model alters the density of transition states.
The dramatic change in the effects of vacancies at γ = 4

(Figure 4) demonstrates a shift from weak through-surface

interactions (at γ values from 4 to 16) to strong through-space
interactions (γ ≤ 4). The lower ΔGk values on the Ir119 particle
where there is only one transition state per particlecompared
to the periodic Ir(111) surface at a given γ indicate that the
transition states communicate through coadsorbate interactions
with H* at high coverages despite their large through-space
distances. For γ values < 4, the H* atoms near the transition
state move away from the transition state and attempt to com-
press the surrounding H* adlayer (Figure 3a−d). The periodic
nature of these surface calculations results in the H* adlayer being
compressed from all sides, with no ability to relax the induced
strain, resulting in large repulsions and large ΔGk values as
shown previously for oxygen adsorption on Pt(111) surface.12,21

To further examine the effects of the periodic boundary con-
ditions, we examined *CH−CH* bond cleavage on two addi-
tional unit cell sizes for the Ir(111) surface (3 × 3 and 6 × 6) as
shown in Figure 5. Both of these unit cell sizes exceed 2 × 2
models often used in DFT literature91−94 and are sufficiently
large to eliminate any direct through-space interactions of the
[*CH−CH*⧧] bond cleavage transition state. For the fully
H*-covered surface (γ = 0), ΔGk decreases rapidly from
311 kJ mol−1 on the 3 × 3 unit cell to 261 kJ mol−1 on 6 × 6 unit
cell, indicating that decreasing the density of transition states
(from 1 per 9 Ir atoms to 1 per 36 Ir atoms) decreases the
magnitude of the periodic artifacts associated with the inability

Table 1. Change of Enthalpy, Entropy, and Free Energy To Form the [*CH−CH*]⧧ Transition State with the Change of the
Number of Vacancies γ (593 K, 1 bar H2)

γ = 0−4 γ ≥ 4

model
ΔΔHk/Δγ

(kJ mol−1 vac−1)
ΔΔSk/Δγ

(J mol−1 K−1 vac−1)
ΔΔGk/Δγ

(kJ mol−1 vac−1)
ΔΔHk/Δγ

(kJ mol−1 vac−1)
ΔΔSk/Δγ

(J mol−1 K−1 vac−1)
ΔΔGk/Δγ

(kJ mol−1 vac−1)

Ir 3 × 3 −36 −3 −38 −3 6 −7
Ir 4 × 4 −29 −3 −30 −2 1 −3
Ir 6 × 6 −26 −3 −24 −1 0 −1
Ir119 (t)

a −17 −0 −17 −2 0 −2
aReactions involving (111) terrace atoms only.

Figure 5. Free energy ΔGk (eq 13) to form the transition state [*CH−CH*]⧧ and 2H2 from ethane at γ = 0 (▲), 1 (+), 2 (◆), 3 (×), 4 (●), and
5 (▼) on Ir(111) surfaces of different unit cell sizes and Ir119 particle (593 K, 1 bar H2). Dashed lines are drawn to guide the eye. Shadings represent
vacant sites. Transition state structures at other γ values are shown in the Supporting Information (SI, Figures S1−S3).
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of the H* adlayer to relax under repulsion. The repulsive
interaction between the transition state and its surrounding
hydrogen atoms is being transferred through the H* adlayer,
forming a surface pressure exerted on all periodic transition
states (Figure 5), which starts to dissipate with decreasing
transition state density; ΔGk decreases between γ = 0 and 4
with a slope of −38 kJ mol−1 γ−1 on the 3 × 3 unit cell
compared to −24 kJ mol−1 γ−1 on the 6 × 6 unit cell (Table 1).
This effect becomes weaker with additional vacancies; there is
only a 10 kJ mol−1 difference between the 3 × 3 and 6 × 6 unit
cells at γ = 2 and almost no effect at γ ≥ 4 (Figure 5). ΔGk
values for the Ir119 particle are much smaller than those for the
Ir(111), indicating that curved surfaces weaken coadsorbate
repulsions through lateral relaxation of the adlayer as reported
previously for CO* on Ru and Pt nanoparticles.17−19 Tran-
sition state structures on the Ir(111) surfaces at other γ values
are shown in the Supporting Information (SI, Figures S1−S3).
Measured CO hydrogenation rates on Ru clusters at high CO

pressures are much higher than those predicted by Langmuirian
treatments as a result of the negative activation area (ΔA⧧, eq 2)
caused by the replacement of a pair of CO* with a transition
state ([*HCO−H*]⧧) that occupies less surface area.18 Here,
the van der Waals radii of carbon and hydrogen atoms are 0.17
and 0.12 nm, respectively,95 leading to transition-state [*CH−
CH*]⧧ areas (0.15 nm2) that are larger than the surface area of
0−3 chemisorbed H* atoms (0, 0.045, 0.091, and 0.14 nm2,
respectively), leading to a positive activation area (for γ < 4)
and resulting in lateral compression of the adlayer that cannot
be relieved in flat periodic surfaces. Although empirically mea-
sured van der Waals radii of carbon and hydrogen atoms vary in
the literature (C = 0.168−0.177 nm; H = 0.11−0.12 nm),95−98

any choice of empirical radii will produce similar trends. Curved
surfaces allow H* adlayers to laterally relax under strain, as
observed for reactions modeled on the Ir119 particle model.
The H* adlayer relaxation on curved surfaces effectively
reduces the penalty associated with a positive activation area
at γ values <3, as shown by decreasing ΔGk values by a slope of
−17 kJ mol−1 γ−1 on the Ir119 model (terrace sites, Figure 4)
compared to a slope of −30 kJ mol−1 γ−1 on the Ir(111) model.
These findings reflect the inadequacy of flat surfaces to capture
the lateral relaxation that the adlayer undergoes on the curved

surfaces of small particles and on the restructured surfaces of
large particles. The surface area occupied by four H* atoms
(0.18 nm2), however, is larger than that of the [*CH−CH*]⧧
transition state (0.15 nm2), resulting in a negative activation
area for γ ≥ 4. The small size of H* (0.045 nm2) compared to
the size of an Ir atom in the Ir(111) surface (0.064 nm2)
indicates that H* adlayers on surfaces without transition states
have weak through-space repulsion and thus weak strain. When
strain is present in the adlayer (such as for CO* on Ru), neg-
ative activation areas decrease activation free energies because
the reaction creates more space on the surface and allows the
strained adlayer to laterally relax. Here, the absence of strain in
the H* adlayer at γ ≥ 4 results in weak coadsorbate interactions
for γ values ≥ 4 (Figure 4) on both the Ir(111) and Ir119
models. Next, we examine the effective free energy barriers
(ΔG⧧; eq 10), i.e., the energy to desorb γ H* from the surface and
form the [*CH−CH*]⧧ transition state (eq 11), to rigorously
determine the number of vacancies required for these reactions
to occur (γ) and how DFT estimates of γ depend on the model
employed.

4.3. Effective Free Energy Barrier for *CH−CH* Bond
Activation and the Number of Vacancies Required.
Figure 6 shows effective free energy barriers ΔG⧧ for ethane
hydrogenolysis via *CHCH* activation transition states as a
function of the number of vacancies γ on the Ir(111) surface
and Ir119 particle. These ΔG⧧ values include the free energy to
form vacancies (ΔGγ*) and the free energy to form the tran-
sition state (ΔGk), and therefore correspond to turnover rates.
ΔG⧧ decreases rapidly on the Ir(111) surface from 285 kJ mol−1

at γ = 0 to 199 kJ mol−1 at γ = 4, reflecting the reduction in
through-space repulsions and the dramatic decrease in ΔGk.
The free energy penalty to desorb additional H* atoms from
the surface starts to prevail at γ > 5 despite the entropy gain
associated with H2 evolution, rendering the effective free energy
barrier the lowest at γ = 5 (196 kJ mol−1). Although ΔG⧧ at γ =
5 (196 kJ mol−1) is slightly lower than at γ = 4 (199 kJ mol−1),
the turnover rate also depends inversely on H2 pressure as
shown in eq 9. Increasing the number of vacant sites (γ)
increases λ (eq 4) and consequently lowers the DFT-predicted
turnover rate. The sum of turnover rates for all examined
configurations at each γ value is shown in Figure 7 at different

Figure 6. Effective free energy ΔG⧧ barriers (eq 10) for C−C bond cleavage in the CH*CH* intermediate (593 K, 1 bar H2) on Ir(111) surface (□)
and Ir119 particle (○). Filled data points (●) indicate CH*−CH* bond activation near corners and edges on Ir119. Dashed lines are drawn to guide
the eye.
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H2 pressures (5, 10, and 20 bar). The H2 pressure dependence
renders the turnover rates the highest at γ = 3−5 (∼7 × 10−10 s−1,

10 bar H2) (Figure 7), which gives an average λ value of 4 for
hydrogenolysis on the 4 × 4 Ir (111) surface model. The ΔG⧧

Figure 7. DFT-predicted turnover rates (eq 9) for C−C bond cleavage in the CH*CH* intermediate (593 K, 10 bar H2, 0.2 bar C2H6) on Ir(111)
surface (□) and Ir119 particle (○). Filled data points (●) indicate CH*−CH* bond activation near corners and edges on Ir119. Up/down arrows
represent 5 and 20 bar H2, respectively.

Figure 8. [*CH−CH*]⧧ transition-state structures on terrace and corner/edge sites at different number of vacancies (γ) on the Ir119 particle. ΔG⧧

(eq 10) and ΔGk (eq 13) values are shown beneath each image in kJ mol−1 (593 K, 1 bar H2). Shadings represent vacant sites. Images of other
examined configurations are shown in the Supporting Information (SI, Figures S4 and S5).
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(196−199 kJ mol−1) and λ (4) values on this surface model are
much larger than those measured on 0.7 nm Ir (ΔG⧧ = 156 ±
5 kJ mol−1; λ = 3.0 ± 0.2)44 and on 7 nm Ir (130 ± 5 kJ mol−1;
3.3 ± 0.2).45 This surface model fails to reflect observed trends
because C−C hydrogenolysis is a reaction with a positive activa-
tion area (ΔA⧧ = 0.059 nm2 at γ = 2), and these periodic
surface models prevent the H* adlayer from relaxing laterally,
causing excessive H*-coverage effects.
The Ir119 nanoparticle model, in contrast, has under-coordinated

corner and edge atoms which allow the H* adlayer to relax
because of the curvature of the metal surface. For reactions taking
place on the (111) terrace sites on the Ir119 particle, ΔG⧧

decreases from 188 kJ mol−1 at γ = 0 to 167 kJ mol−1 at γ = 2
then decreases weakly to 161 kJ mol−1 at γ = 4 before it increases
rapidly with the removal of additional H* atoms (Figure 6).
Similarly, the highest DFT predicted turnover rates are at γ =
1−3 (∼7 × 10−6 s−1, 10 bar H2) despite the slight decrease in
ΔG⧧ at γ = 4 because of the impact of H2 pressure. These
results for Ir119 indicate that *CH−CH* bond cleavage would
likely require an average of 2 vacant sites on the terrace (γ = 2)
which gives a λ value of 3, in a better agreement with the
measured values on small 0.7 nm Ir clusters (156 ± 5 kJ mol−1;
3.0 ± 0.2).44

*CH−CH* bond cleavage occurs preferentially near corners
and edges on the Ir119 particle compared to terrace sites (Figure 8).
For example, ΔGk for *CH−CH* bond cleavage at γ = 2 on a
corner site is 24 kJ mol−1 lower than that on the (111) terrace.
ΔGk on the corner and edge sites decreases from 184 kJ mol−1

at γ = 0 to 122 kJ mol−1 at γ = 2 (slope of − 31 kJ mol−1 γ−1)
before it decreases weakly to 97 kJ mol−1 at γ = 19 (slope of −
1 kJ mol−1 γ−1) (Figure 4). The minimum effective free energy
barrier ΔG⧧ is observed at γ = 2 (147 kJ mol−1) on a corner site
(Figure 6) that gives the maximum turnover rate of ∼ 7 × 10−4 s−1

at 10 bar H2 (Figure 7). These results indicate that the adlayer
relaxation becomes more evident near the edges of the particle
at high coverages. Next, we examine C−C bond cleavage in the
other ethane-derived intermediates and compare the DFT-
predicted turnover rates with the measured data.
4.4. C−C Bond Cleavage in Other Ethane-Derived

Intermediates. The relative contribution of C−C bond rup-
ture in each of the C2H6−y intermediates (where 0 ≤ y ≤ 6) to
hydrogenolysis turnover rate depends on their respective
ΔG⧧ values (eq 9). ΔG⧧ values for C−C bond cleavage in
all dehydrogenated species are shown in Figure 9 for both the

H*-covered Ir(111) surface and Ir119 particle on two and four
vacancies. Transition-state structures are shown in the Supporting
Information (SI, Figures S6−S9). Similar to *CH−CH* bond
cleavage, C−C bond cleavage in nearly all other intermediates
occurs preferentially on four vacancies (γ = 4) on the Ir(111)
surface (Figure 9a). C−C bond cleavage on the (111) terrace of
the Ir119 particle exhibits similar trends but the two-vacancy activa-
tions become comparable or slightly more favorable than four-
vacancy activations in some intermediates (Figure 9b). Corner and
edge sites, however, can cleave the C−C bond in all intermediates
on two vacancies with lower ΔG⧧ values than four-vacancy activa-
tions. C−C cleavage via the *CHCH* intermediate has signifi-
cantly lower ΔG⧧ values than all other intermediates, consistent
with previous findings for ethane45 and larger n-alkanes49

(RC*C*R′) on a bare Ir(111) surface. For example, the DFT-
predicted turnover rate calculated using eq 9 for *CH−CH* bond
cleavage on the terrace of Ir119 particle at γ = 2 (8.2 × 10−7 s−1) is
5 orders of magnitude higher than that for the next most reactive
intermediate CH3CH (6.5 × 10−12 s−1) (593 K, 0.2 bar C2H6, and
18 bar H2). These findings indicate that C−C bond cleavage in
the other intermediates is unlikely to contribute to the measured
hydrogenolysis rate.
The sum of DFT-predicted rates for C−C bond cleavage in

the *CHCH* intermediate, at all configurations of H*, and for
all values of γ is shown in Figure 9 as a function of H2 pressure
(5−20 bar H2). For the Ir(111) surface, the turnover rate decreases
from 4.3 × 10−8 to 1.5 × 10−10 s−1 with a H2-pressure
dependence of [H2]

−4 (i.e., λ = 4). These rates are far lower
than the measured rates and do not agree with experimentally
measured H2 pressure inhibition. DFT-predicted rates on an Ir119
particle are much higher than on an Ir(111) surface and show a
H2-pressure dependence of [H2]

−3, consistent with the measured
rates and λ on 0.7 nm Ir44 and on 7 nm Ir45 clusters (Figure 10).
However, measured turnover rates increase with increasing
particle size and with slight increase in λ value, in disagreement
with the particle size effect predicted by DFT where corner and
edge sites exhibit higher reactivity than terrace sites. The
increase in measured turnover rates with increasing particle size
suggests that low-coordinated metal atoms could be more
saturated with H* than in our model (H* can also strongly
bind to the bridging sites on the edges of Ir particles as shown
in a previous DFT study)81 or poisoned with CH0−3 products,
rendering them less active than terrace sites. Despite this
discrepancy in predicting particle size effects, this study shows

Figure 9. Effective free energy ΔG⧧ (eq 10) barriers for C−C bond cleavage in ethane-derived intermediates at γ = 2 (○) and γ = 4 (□) on (a)
Ir(111) surface and (b) Ir119 particle. Filled data points indicate C−C bond activation near corners and edges on Ir119. Transition state structures are
shown in the Supporting Information (SI, Figures S6−S9).
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that metal particle models can describe reactions at high
coverages more accurately than flat periodic surfaces.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Ethane hydrogenolysis was used as a probe reaction to dem-
onstrate the rigorous estimation of site requirements using ab
initio methods, expose artifacts associated with modeling reac-
tions at high coverage on single-crystal catalyst models, and show
how these artifacts are eliminated using hemispherical nanoparticle
models. Free energy barriers to cleave the C−C bond in ethane-
derived intermediates were calculated by DFT on H*-covered
Ir(111) surfaces and Ir119 particles, and these results show that
transition states on periodic surface models communicate
through coadsorbate interactions at high coverages, presenting
significant artifacts. Coadsorbed H* atoms destabilize C−C bond
activation, reflecting the inadequacy of Langmuirian models in
describing reactions in dense adlayers. Instead, reactions at high
surface coverages must be treated as nonideal systems in which
reaction rates depend on their activation areas; positive activation
area reactions induce strain in the surrounding adlayer while
negative activation area reactions relieve strain. The Ir119 particle
permits lateral relaxation of the H* adlayer, unlike the Ir(111)
surface model, allowing C−C bond activation to occur at a
lower number of vacancies and with activation barriers con-
sistent with the measured values. Calculated effective free energy
barriers (ΔG⧧) and DFT-predicted turnover rates on Ir119 par-
ticle confirm that C−C bond activation in ethane occurs predom-
inantly via the *CHCH* intermediate with two H* atoms
displaced from the surface, consistent with prior studies and
H2-pressure kinetic dependencies. This study focuses on a rel-
atively simple and extensively studied reaction to provide
compelling fundamental insights into how one can accurately
model complex reactions occurring on curved surfaces at high
coverages that prevail in practical catalysis.
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